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On the very day that Jacky Faber is to wed her true love, she is kidnapped by British Naval

Intelligence and forced to embark on yet another daring missionÃ¢â‚¬â€•this time to search for

sunken Spanish gold. But when Jacky is involved, things don't always go as planned. Jacky has

survived battles on the high seas, the stifling propriety of a Boston finishing school, and even

confinement in a dank French prison. But no adventure has quite matched her opportunistic

street-urchin desiresÃ¢â‚¬â€•until now. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.
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Let me make one thing clear...the "sexual content" is all innuendo - every one of these books in this

series will capture your heart and take you on an adventure. This one is my favorite because she

dives for treasure and meets pirates.

Still love the Bloody Jack books! Jacky is as spunky and carefree as ever.This one bogged down a

bit here and there trying to remind the reader of everything that happened in the past -- Jacky has

had a lot of adventures, but all-in-all, it was another fun read as Jacky searched for sunken treasure.

I enjoyed the new characters Jemimah and Joanie. I look forward to reading more about them in

future books. I liked the Briar Rabbit stories told by Jemimah. It was like getting a story in a

story.Note: Cockfighting is a part of the story, so some might not enjoy reading about that.I am

constantly amazed at how Mr. Meyer can keep Jacky's adventures straight. I look forward to



reading the next one!

This is one of the late books in an enjoyable series about young woman experiencing all sorts of

adventures mostly centered at sea. The books grow in complexity and maturity of the protagonist as

they progress through the series. The vendor was fast and packed the book well.

I LOVE this serious. If you haven't read them yet, get the entire series at one time so you don't have

to wait around for the next book to get delivered after you finish the first! And be glad that the series

is finally done, I'd finish one book and have to wait over a year until the next one was published.

We are enjoying this series on recorded books. We take one for each road trip for summer vacation.

The Jacky Faber stories are a big hit with everyone - ages 8, teens, 20's, 30's, and 50's.

If you have come this far you are hooked. The details are great. There are heart stoppers all over

the place. That @$%#@%@ Flashby shows up. Will somebody kindly murder that pultroon!

Spunky Jacky is the total high energy, high spirited girl ! Continuous adventure and excitement

where ever she goes. So fun to put yourself in her shoes and have the time of your life ! Constant

excitement and adventure....so much fun !

Amazing! I highly recommend the series- Bloody Jack is everything an adventure fan dreams of.
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